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At first: a reminder of the basic theory and some 
additional plots

From the many-particle problem 
to the Kohn-Sham functional 

Then two examples: p
what is it good for?

“the ab initio line of computational 
sciences and engineering” 

Modeling Materials and Bio-Molecular Properties
and Functions: The Many-Body Schrödinger Equation

Wi hWith: 1,

We know the ope-
rators and the inter-

actions. We can 
write them down

???

write them down. 

No open question 
here!
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Born-Oppenheimer Approximation

h l i f h “ l i il i ”

({rk})

Where Φν are solutions of the “electronic Hamiltonian”:

frequently (commonly) applied approximations:

({rk})({rk}) =

q y ( y) pp pp
• neglect non-adiabatic coupling (terms of order m/MI )
• keep onlyΛ0

the dynamics of electrons and nuclei decouple

Some Limits of the 
Born-Oppenheimer Approximation

It d t t f l t d d i f iIt does not account for correlated dynamics of ions
and electrons. For example:

- polaron-induced superconductivity
- dynamical Jahn-Teller effect
- some phenomena of diffusion in solids
- non-adiabaticity in molecule-surface scattering
- etc.
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Wave-Function Theories

Restrict the study to a 
selected subclass of 
functions Φ (Hartree andfunctions Φ (Hartree and 
Hartree-Fock theory);

or Quantum Monte Carlo.

The Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem (1964)
n(r)  =  n[Φ] 

=  <Φ| ∑ δ(r−ri) |Φ>
i

N

The set of particle densities 
n(r) belonging to non-
degenerate ground states of 
the N-electron problem.

The set of non-degenerate 
ground state wave functions 
Φ of arbitrary N-electron 
Hamiltonians.

The dashed arrow is not possible
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Comparison of Wave-Function and 
Density-Functional theory

Comparison of Wave-Function and 
Density-Functional theory
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Summary of Hohenberg-Kohn 
Density-Functional Theory (DFT) -- 1964

-- The many-body Hamiltonian determines everything.
(standard quantum mechanics) 

-- There is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
ground-state wave function and the many-body 
Hamiltonian [or the nuclear (or ionic) potential, υ(r)].
(standard quantum mechanics)( q )

-- There is a one-to-one correspondence between 
the ground-state electron-density and the ground-
state wave function. (Hohenberg and Kohn)

The Kohn-Sham Ansatz
-- Kohn-Sham (1965) – Replace the original many-

body problem with an independent electron problem 
that can be solved!

-- Only the ground state density and the ground state 
energy are required to be the same as in the original 
many-body problem.

M b th t Exc[ ] f ti l t b itt-- Maybe the exact Exc[n] functional cannot be written as 
a closed mathematical expression. Maybe there is a 
detour similar to that taken for Ts[n]? The challenge is 
to find useful approximate xc functionals. 
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Ts , EHartree , and Exc are all universal functionals in n(r), 
i.e., they are independent of the special system studied. 
(general theory: see the work by Levy and Lieb)

neglecting

is the local-
Ceperley and Alder (1980) 

jellium

n

density
approximation

The Exchange-Correlation Hole

Comparison 
of Hartree, 
Hartree-Fock, and
density-functional 
theories for jellium

nxc(r, r’)
Exc[n] =  

For non-jellium systems and the LDA (or the GGA)  the shape of 
nxc(r, r’) is incorrect. However, only its spherical average enters:
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Exchange-Correlation Hole in Silicon

R. Q. Hood, M. Y. Chou, A. J. Williamson, G. Rajagopal, and R. J. Needs, PRB 57, 8972 (1998) 

The spherically averaged exchange-correlation hole in variational 
Monte Carlo (VMC) and DFT-LDA with (a) one electron fixed at 
the bond center, (b) one electron fixed at the tetrahedral interstitial 
site, and (c) plots (a) and (b) superimposed with the same scale.

Most-Cited Papers in APS Journals

11 papers published in APS journals since 1893 with 
>1000 citations in APS journals (~5 times as many 
references in all science journals)references in all science journals) 

From Physics Today, June, 2005
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Certainties about Density Functional Theory

1. DFT in principle: It is exact;  a universal 
Exc[n] functional exists.[ ]

2. DFT in practice: It is probably not possible to write 
down Exc[n] as a closed mathematical expression. 
We need approximations.

The success of DFT proves that “simple” approximationsThe success of DFT proves that simple  approximations 
to the exchange-correlation functional can provide good 
results – if one knows what one is doing.

Ab Initio Electronic Structure Calculations: 
Status and Challenges

from the earth core to quantum dots to mad cow disease
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The first (convincing) DFT calculations:
Stability of crystals and crystal phase transitions
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Summary
-- Interacting electrons determine the properties and 

function of real materials and bio molecules.
-- Approximate xc functionals have been very successful,

but for highly correlated situations and for excited states
th blthere are problems.

Important arenas for future theoretical work:
-- Correlated systems, e.g. f-electron chemistry
-- Thermodynamic phase transitions, e.g. melting
-- Surfaces, interfaces, nanostructures – in realistic environments
-- Modeling the kinetics, e.g. of catalysis or crystal growth 

(self-assembly and self-organization)
-- Molecules and clusters in solvents, electrochemistry, 

fuel cells, external fields, transport
-- Biological problems

The challenges:
-- Find practical ways to correct the xc approximation.
-- Develop methods for bridging the length and time scales.

Some Bravais lattices and the corresponding 
Wigner-Seitz cells


